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60 BCN routes by the area plans
The design project recovers a typology little used in the Eixample, the “Mediterranean” block of Antonio Bonet. A hybrid that did not so much seek to break with the rules of Cerdà, but rather to explore the true potential of certain regulations that were never approved, regulations that allowed accidents to be standardised as a habitual rather than an exceptional component of the Eixample. The project thus widened the pavements and distanced the pedestrian from the traffic, Carrer Londres broadens its 20 metres of width, connecting it visually and physically with a park on the inside of the street block, recovering an idea of permeability that is in the origin of the Eixample. Furthermore, the building is fragmented into narrow, parallel structures that are stepped from north to south, allowing the sun to reach both the dwellings and the children's classrooms, avoiding compactness and the air shafts typical of the Eixample, and it manages to achieve the coexistence and dialogue of two different programmes (school and housing).